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1001 Things To Spot On The Farm
"This delightful book has lots of things to look for, spot and talk about, making it perfect for sharing with little children."
--P. [4] of cover.
Presents facts about the physical aspects of animals which are grouped into categories such as sea creatures, polar
animals, and dangerous animals.
From elephants in the Serengeti to sloths in the Amazon and bullfrogs in the Florida swamps, this book is teeming with
animals to find and habitats to explore. Designed to help children develop skills in reading, counting, matching and
identification this wonderful puzzle back also includes a world map and fascinating facts. Part of a bestselling series of
picture puzzle books. Helps readers and pre-readers learn to count, match and identify. Includes an information section
with facts about sea creatures, habitats and food webs.
Presents nine stories featuring wizards, including "The Sorcerer's Apprentice," "Merlin and King Arthur," and "Swan
Lake."
From feasts and fighting to village fairs, this adventure-packed puzzlebook shows what life was like in the Middle Ages.
Follow gallant knights on their quests, see how squires learned knightly skills and discover what went on inside a castle's
walls.
Invites young readers to find various quantities of marine life and artifacts which are labeled in the illustrations of ocean
scenes.
Published by Scholastic Inc ..., by arrangement with Usborne Publishing Ltd.' ' ... This charming picture book will provide
hours of puzzle-solving fun.
Race against the clock as you search for over 1,000 hidden objects An exciting seek-and-find activity book for kids, 1,001
Things to Find in Less Than One Minute will not only engage and entertain; it also adds an extra element of fun with the
time challenge. Featuring 25 brain-stimulating visual puzzles with dozens of items to find in each, every cartoon artinspired puzzle page promotes problem-solving skills and mental agility - all while the clock is ticking ngels Navarrro is a
play therapist and psychomotor education specialist. The author of more than 100 children's books, she has also
produced television programs, hands-on learning game kits, and online games for kids.
Outstanding features include: * A jolly puzzle book stuffed full of Christmas things to find and count. * Busy scenes,
including Christmas Land, a snowball fight and Santa's workshop, burst with things for children to find, count and talk
about. * Helps develop vital word and number skills.
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Spot beetles scurrying across desert dunes, butterflies flitting thorugh the jungle and caterpillars munching on cabbage
leaves, then discover amazing facts about bugs and their habitats. This fascinating puzzle book is crawling with bugs to
find, count and talk about. Also includes index, a world map, amazing facts and habitat spread. Part of a bestselling
series of picture puzzle books. Helps readers and pre-readers learn to count, match and identify. Includes an information
section with facts about sea creatures, habitats and food webs.
Discover the secrets of the sea, from crabs on the seashore to polar bears in the icy north and strange fish lurking at the
bottom of the ocean. This fantastic puzzle book is also designed to help children develop skills in reading, counting,
matching and identification. Also includes index, a world map and amazing facts.
A compilation of eight previously published books of things to spot, all illustrated by Teri Gower.
What would happen if you showed a T-Rex a book? Well, she wouldn't know what to do with it . . . would she? A madcap,
super silly adventure story rooted in the transformative power of books, created by incredible new picture-book duo
Rashmi Sirdeshpande and Diane Ewen
With lots of things to find and count on every page, this charming picture book will provide hours of puzzle-solving fun.
The bright, busy scenes bring to life farms from around the world. Counting sheep has never been so much fun!
Presents thirteen picture puzzles in which the reader must find objects, animals, and people in such places as a secret
library, magic shop, and wizard school.
Young readers are given various scenes associated with Fairyland, each containing many objects associated with fairies
to find and count.
A fantastic selection of dragon stories from all over the world, gorgeously illustrated by Khoa Le, and starring a wide variety of dragons. Here
you will find four dragons from China who save their country, alongside a dragon whose tears cause tulips to bloom, and a reluctant dragon
who refuses to fight -- even when St. George comes to town. Part of Usborne's Illustrated Story Collections. Perfect for sharing or reading
alone. A wonderful addition to the family bookshelf and a gift to be treasured.
This puzzle book is packed full of things to find and count. Spot sea stars on a coral reef, snowmen on a ski trip, and lion cubs on safari. From
the plane trip to the gift shop, there's lots of fun to be had.
Crammed with 1,001 tidbits of information, this trivia book covers such categories as food and drink, health, religion, business, and more.
This swashbuckling puzzle book is packed with things to find and count. Search pirate ports, stormy seas, and sunken ships to see if you can
spot all the hidden treasure. Just look out for the sea monsters!
The pictures in this book show scenes from different towns, with many things to find and count in each scene. There are 1001 things to count
altogether.
Outstanding features include: * A ghoulishly fun puzzle book for aspiring monster-hunters everywhere. * With 1001 things to spot throughout
the book's colourful, bustling scenes, including "clambermanders", "scufflebumps" and "pot-bellied flimbos". * Encourages visual recognition
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and number skills.
Pictures, labels, and numbers such animals as insects, snails, spiders, worms, and centipedes; and invites young readers to find them in
illustrations of scenes that include the soil, ponds, caves, and gardens.
A picture book that provides hours of puzzle-solving fun, and also helps develop pre-reading and number skills.

An interactive sticker book full of busy, detailed illustrations of a scenes of life under the sea. Items to spot within the main picture
are shown in the border as silhouettes and each has a corresponding sticker which children can find, match and add in the correct
place. With over a thousand of things for children to find, count and talk about.
Each double page invites young children to discover many different types of towns, from sleepy fishing ports to bustling market
towns.
Take a virtual vacation with this bustling activity book, packed with things to spot, puzzles, games and over 200 stickers. Extends
vocabulary, and encourages attention to detail and concentration.
Packed full of things to find and count. From the plane trip to the gift shop, there's lots of fun to be had.
Let your child's imagination run wild in this wonderfully busy, search-and-find board book - follow fun characters, spot and count
things, and have an entertaining, I-spy adventure! From an exciting town to a sunny beach, a beautiful park to a colorful toyshop,
little ones visit their best-loved places, search through the busy scenes, then point to and name all sorts of delightful things,
building their vocabulary. They follow entertaining characters like the little girl and her mum buying things for a birthday party, the
young boy out and about with his grandparents, and playful Patch, the mischievous pup. They count scampering squirrels, fluttery
butterflies, flying birds, and more. Plus there are favorite toys and fabulous treats to find, and a cool cat is hiding somewhere in
each scene! A perfect interactive book to share with pre-reading toddlers or older children just beginning to read, every scene has
"Can you spot?" questions, things to find that are certain colors or patterns, and open-ended prompts to encourage observation,
exploration, and conversation. And at the end of the book, little ones can play a fun "Look back and find..." game. With so many
favorite things to talk about, and characters to follow from page to page, children can use their imaginations to tell their own story.
Perhaps they will continue the story even after they have finished the book!
Readers are asked to find the indicated objects in a series of pictures depicting pirates going about their regular activities.
Here are traditional tales from every corner of the globe, all featuring bold and clever heroines who battle dragons, fight sea
serpents or save their village from monstrous thieves. This is a sequel to the best-selling title Forgotten Fairy Tales of Brave and
Brilliant Girls. Diverse range of characters. Lively retellings for a modern audience. Featuring gorgeous illustrations in a beautiful
hardback edition.
An interactive sticker book full of busy, illustrated festive scenes. Items to spot within the main picture are shown in the border as
silhouettes and each has a corresponding sticker which children can find, match and add in the correct place. With over a
thousand things for children to find, count and talk about.
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Teaches children to recognize and count animals living in various parts of the world, including on a farm, in the desert, and by the
sea.
1001 Things to Spot in the Sea
Step inside the magical world of Santa's workshop as you press the buttons on this enchantingly illustrated book to hear elves
making toys, reindeer bells jingling, Christmas music playing, and Santa's sleigh whooshing off into the night sky at the end.
With lots of things to find and count on every page, this picture book will provide hours of puzzle-solving fun for very young
children. The bright, busy scenes bring to life farms from around the world. Counting sheep has never been so much fun
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